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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Jose Lugo has contributed to the dictionary with 11 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small book.
We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to visit
our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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argana
argana: species of large bags entangled with rope or sisal used to carry loads, regularly on donkeys

desgañangue
desganangue is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Desguanangue" as meaning:<br>Desganangue is not
written correctly. Type: Desguañangue. This word is used to refer to a thing that is squandered, destroyed, or nearly
useless.

encatar
Pair a pair of both sexes in order to produce an offspring.

guayao
Guayao: Bocablo Republic Domininicana, used to designate a refreshing drink (called cold-cold) prepared with fruit
(pineapple, coconut, tamarind, soursop, etc.  ), mixed with freshly shaved ice (ice shredded into small particles).

guebo
Vulgar form or vulgar way of referring to the virile member

maco
amphibious short-tailed, large and ugly-looking head.

morir so¿ando
die so ando is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Morir Soñando" being its meaning:?<br>Drink prepared
orange juice and milk-based

oler el tocino
Be next to achieve the victory; Aggressively strive to achieve a goal, being very close to reach it; Not achieve what we
have set ourselves.

pachuche9
pachuche9 is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Pachuche" as meaning:<br>Cigar andullo manually wrapped
in brown paper

pema
Grain of a fruit which produces trees or shrubs equal to that produced this result.

¿ame
love is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Yam" being its meaning:?<br>Tropical, edible, tuber of mass white
and large, whose branches are entangled in trees which produce small fruits called mapuey. Figurative form is qualified
with this qualifier to the individual that does nothing, to clog.


